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Pyramids, the Eiffel Tower, a piece of Brie,
A chiming music instrument or flying geese.
Tri-an-gles, we see them everywhere.
We see them when we’re driving on a busy road,
Or when we serve up apple pie that’s a la mode.
Tri-an-gles, are all around this world.
Shapes make me happy.
Yah, they make me sing.
With their many sides and angles
simply fascinating!
They’re square and rectangular
Or even round
Oh I love them all the same
And you know what I’ve found.
Somethin’ something about that shape.
Something about the form it takes
That really makes me con-tem-plate.
Somethin’ something about it surely must be fate.
Something about, somethin’ ‘bout that shape.

You can see one in a cardboard box or Rubic’s cube,
A table in your living room or on the tube.
Squares, they fascinate me something fierce.
With four equal sides
And the angles all right.
The way it comes together
It’s a lovely sight.
Squares don’t change no matter what you do.
Shapes make me happy.
Yah, they make me sing.
With their many sides and angles
Aren’t they fascinating!
They’re square and rectangular
Or even round
Oh I love them all the same
And you know what I’ve found.
Somethin’ something about that shape.
Something about the form it takes
Oh how it makes me con-tem-plate.
Somethin’ something about it surely must be fate.
Something about, somethin’ ‘bout that shape.
trapezoids
polygons
stars and squares
rectangles too
parallelograms
pentagons
ovals, diamonds and cones
I put them all on a throne

(Come on!
Get those pencils out!)
We’ve got a whole lot of shapes
Yay there’ll all around
Some sides are perpendicular
And some are round
If you look up to the sky
You will see a few
Like a star or a sun
Or even the moon.
Somethin, something about that shape
(six equal sides)
Whether an octagon, a hexagon
Or polygon
I want to draw them all over the place
Somethin, something about those angles and straight sides
So get your pencils out and make some angles,
Triangles, rectangles, quadrangles
trapezoids
polygons
stars and squares
rectangles too
parallelograms
pentagons
ovals, diamonds and cones
I put them all on a throne
If you look around this world
you’ll see loads of shapes.
They have so many names
but don’t you hesitate.

Just sing this song and one will come to you.

